Clear

*CLEAR is a standalone.*
CLEAR
crosses genres, breaks boundaries, and it
will certainly leave you breathless. You
wont just fall in love with this story--you
will become addicted to it. -Bestselling
author Andrew E. Kaufman Stella Fords
grasp on reality is already loose, and its
about to come undone. When the college
junior flees Chicago and leaves her toxic
family behind, she heads for coastal Maine
to find the one person who brought her
peace years ago: Sam Bishop. But the Sam
she once knew now has painful secrets.
Stella is determined to heal them both.
Healing, however, is a challenge when the
walls of her everyday existence collapse.
And when Sams best friend is his worst
enemy. When the line between life and
death blurs.
When an end is just a
beginning. When lust and rage rule. Yet
during extraordinary chaos, there can be
extraordinary love, even if that love comes
with a twist. Welcome to death tripping.
*Please note: CLEAR is a standalone. This
book is intended for mature audiences due
to strong language and sexual content.
REVIEWS
This story is exquisitely
twisted. It was a very psychologically
demanding read for menot much catches
me off guard or makes me squirm, but
CLEAR manages to do both in the best
possible ways! The pace is perfect, the tone
is unapologetically raw and honest, and the
result is intensely entertaining and
mind-bending. -K and Ms Book Haven
Every page is written with vivid attention
to the intricate details and complex
characters. Clear is poignant, raw, and
sometimes downright gritty. Everything
about it pushes boundaries, giving a
completely new meaning to the moralities
of life and death, love and loyalty, reality
and perception. -Tammy and Kim Reviews
This unforgettable, incredible story will
consume you. I devoured it. Clear is erotic,
intense, and utterly addictive. It will mess
with your mind and test your limits.
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-Confessions of a Book Whore It is
fast-paced, crazy, f***ed up, confusing, but
an all around complete and total mind f***
that will leave you scratching your head
and wanting to dive right back in to make
sure you got everything that happened, and
to experience it all over again. -The Book
Trollop
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